Empowering the most vulnerable
children in South Africa through
transformative education

WHO IS THE INDABA EDUCATION FUND?
The Indaba Education Fund is a nonprofit 501(c) 3 US-based foundation investing in the next
generation of educators for the future of teaching and learning. Nestled within a global biodiversity hotspot
facing significant social challenges in the Western Cape of South Africa, our unique teacher-training model
is focused on nurturing society’s youngest and most vulnerable. Through the Indaba Institute, we integrate
scalable and accessible learning opportunities informed by credible research, ranging from food-sovereignty
to trauma-healing, to create a better world for all.

ABOUT US
“To educate and prepare the youngest and most vulnerable child for a much better
•
•

The mission of The Indaba Education Fund (IEF) is to deliver internationally-recognized, and
accredited Montessori teacher training, whilst providing world-class learning materials, and educational
infrastructure, through it’s affiliate, the Indaba Montessori Institute (“IMI”) in Stellenbosch.
This will greatly improve a child’s chances of a successful adulthood by reducing poverty, crime, sexual
abuse, trauma and general well-being, and by elevating society, building a better future for all South
Africans.

OUR HISTORY
Established the
Indaba
Scholarship,
awarded to
financially needy
and
academically
deserving
students to
pursue winerelated studies in
South Africa.

1996

1st recipient of
the program, Mr.
Mzokhona
Mvemve, became
one of South
Africa’s first
certified black
African
winemakers.

2003

11th and final Indaba
Scholarship recipient
graduated.
Transitioned from a
focus on tertiary
education to early
childhood to truly
change the paradigm
for the regions’ most
vulnerable children.

2015

Obtained status as
501(c)3 tax-exempt
nonprofit.

2015

Cape Classics donates
a portion of all wine
sales of the Indaba
brand to the Fund.
Launched the Indaba
Montessori Institute
(IMI).
Upgraded the on-site
Montessori school
(LELC) to AMI
standards.

2016

“Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world.”
Nelson Mandela

2017

The Walton
Family
Foundation
becomes a grassroots funder of
the IEF

The IMI launches the
first fully accredited
AMI 0-3 Teacher
Training Program led
by Julia Hilson of
Australia. 24 students
are selected, of which 5
are fully funded bursary
students of the IMI

2018

ABOUT US

Inspired by the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals to end poverty,
protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all, the Indaba Foundation
focuses on eight key goals to awaken all children to their true passion
and ability to contribute their greatest potential to the future:

THE STARK SOUTH AFRICAN REALITY

THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT
Research shows that the most rapid brain development occurs before age 5.
Early experiences and the environments in which children develop in their
earliest years, can have lasting impact on later success in school and in life.
60% of children under the age of
4 do not have access to any form
of ECD Programs.

Less than 50% of learners who
enrolled in Grade 1 in 2002,
graduated Grade 12 in 2014

Nearly two-thirds of children
under 6 in South Africa (4
million) live in the poorest
40% of households

A 2016 FASD study of grade one
learners in the Western Cape
discovered that FAS was prevalent
in 290 per 1,000 live births.

Almost 21% of children under
the age of 5 are stunted through
malnutrition

The 2016 Audit Report, found
that 70% of ECD centres are not
suited to providing necessary
services to our young children.

ECD RETURN ON INVESTMENT
“Early Childhood Development (ECD) can help drive the transformation we hope to achieve over the next 15 years…We
need to target our investments and interventions to reach children at greatest risk of being left behind. ”
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon
“Education is the great engine of
personal development.
It is through education
that the daughter of a peasant can
become a doctor,
that a son of a mineworker can become
the head of the mine,
that a child of farm workers can
become the president of a country.”
Nelson Mandela

tt

BENEFITS OF MONTESSORI
CHILD

4 times more likely to graduate
high school
50% less likely to engage in risk
behavior
Greater access to trauma
support platforms and
nutritional meals

FAMILY

Increases parental
confidence in themselves
and in their child's
educational program which
increases involvement of
families in children's
education and success at
school

SOCIETY

For every $1 invested in a
child, yields a $7 return for
society

ABOUT OUR AFFILIATE

The Indaba Montessori Institute (IMI) is a non-profit organisation that actively engages
with society to meet the holistic needs of its children and guide them on the path to reach their
full potential to develop into appropriately educated, independent, resilient individuals who care
for themselves, care for others and care for their environment.
The Indaba Montessori Institute (IMI) will introduce highly skilled and remarkably
resourced Montessori educators into challenging environments within our regions’ communities
to support most effectively the child’s earliest years of life.

IEF AND IMI SHARED VISION

To re-engineer the African
Early Childhood Development
(ECD)
space
to
allow
holistically
healthy,
openminded, well-equipped and
capable people to support
communities currently faced
with trauma, severe socioeconomic challenges and a
failing education system to
foster change in the present
towards a vision of a better
future.

THE INDABA MONTESSORI INSTITUTE
Indaba Montessori Institute (IMI) team has worked
tirelessly to create a world-class Montessori teacher training
environment that will scale to include AMI training from 03, 3-6, 6-12 and Erdkinder.
The Institute has also worked with the inspiring Lynedoch
Early Learning Center team to transform the environment
into a beautiful AMI training space. The Indaba
Institute will soon become a full AMI campus which will
include integrated components of Research, Healing,
Sustainability, Art, Music and Culture all directly related to
our Pedagogy of Place.

ABOUT OUR BENEFICIARIES - LYNEDOCH CHILDREN’S HOUSE
The Indaba Education Fund supports the Lynedoch
Children’s House through funding of its staff. The school has
quickly surpassed expectations and has become a model
school environment in the implementation of the Montessori
methodology. Learners from the school range in ages from 4
months old to 6 years and live in the Lynedoch area.

IMPACT TO DATE
Upgraded and equipped the classrooms,
gardens, and building surrounds of the
Sustainability Institute (SI), in preparation to
host the AMI Teacher Training course in 2017

1

23

Early Childhood educators trained to
world-class Montessori standards

66

Children receiving access to
transformative education

+
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“There is no more heart-felt space deserving of our
energy, passion and, love than holding a child in its
formative years and providing a foundation for lifelong
learning.”

THE IMI CORE COMPONENTS
TRAINING
IMI provides AMI certified teacher training courses for
adults wishing to work with children from birth to 18; with
a current focus on the Early Childhood Development
(ECD) phase; all courses are offered in a modular format

ADVOCACY
IMI promotes the Montessori Education method to society,
specifically focused on the ECD phase. It does this through
by connecting Montessori teachers, advocates, students,
schools and organisations with communities, researchers,
social entrepeneurs, local officials and policy makers

OUTREACH
IMI directly supports the winelands and other local
communities by providing bursaries for students who
wish to participate in the teacher training courses;
offering continued support and mentorship after
completion of the course.

RESEARCH
IMI will work with the local and global scientific
community to ensure that our research is world class,
current as well as neuro-scientifically, and socially
relevant. The impact on the child, the family and the
community MUST be measurable.

TRAINING THE PRACTITIONERS
IMI is focused on transformative learning and accredited training to move beyond
conventional methods of education based on the following principles:
•
•
•

EQUITY - ensuring that local schools from the winelands community benefit
PEDAGOGY OF PLACE - celebrating and sharing a uniquely African contribution to Montessori
informed learning
QUALITY - keeping to the highest standards of quality and professionalism

Besides actring as an AMI Training Center, the Indaba Institute also acts as a social
movement that strives to promote the rights of the child throughout the region and the
world, irrespective of race, religion, political and social beliefs.

THE INDABA MONTESSORI INSTITUTE
•

The IMI will be the first institution providing permanent, formal and accredited training of
Montessori (AMI) practitioners on the African continent from 0-3, 3-6, 6-12 and Adolescence.

•

The IMI will provide AMI-accredited practitioner training, develop AMI standard infrastructure and
supply AMI learning materials to create a world class AMI Training standard.

•

The IMI aspires to become an internationally respected research center capable of tracking the
deepest societal impact of Montessori on a society with one of the world’s highest GINI coefficients.
Montessori education will be shown to have the greatest social and academic impact on BOTH the
most prosperous and least prosperous ECD communities.

•

The IMI will also provide AMI standard practitioner training, infrastructure and AMI learning
materials for schools established for wine farm workers’ children in the Cape Winelands.

•

The IMI will collaborate with the Department of Social Development in the Western Cape, and the
Department of Social Development and of Basic Education on a national level, with the ultimate goal
of achieving recognition of AMI standard Montessori as a formal curricular choice for government
sponsored ECD centers and schools throughout South Africa.

•

The IMI will also work to see Montessori accepted as a University qualification in South Africa.

ADDITIONAL TRAINING CURRICULUM ENHANCEMENTS
TRAUMA-HEALING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
The ACE Pyramid

ADDITIONAL TRAINING CURRICULUM ENHANCEMENTS
THE IMPACT OF TRAUMA IN EARLY CHILDHOOD - TRAINING
The awareness that toxic stress can damage brain architecture and increase the likelihood
that significant mental health problems will emerge either quickly or years later, is
critical. The Indaba Institute wishes to be at the forefront of this research in the South
African context and develop a component of its AMI Training Curriculum to empower all
trainees how to understand not only their own trauma, but that of their own students,
families and communities.
Because of its enduring effects on brain development and other organ systems, toxic stress can impair
school readiness, academic achievement, and both physical and mental health throughout the lifespan.
Circumstances associated with family stress, such as persistent poverty, may elevate the risk of serious
mental health problems. Young children who experience recurrent abuse or chronic neglect, domestic
violence, or parental mental health or substance abuse problems are particularly vulnerable.
HEALING CENTERED EDUCATION – DEEPENING OUR UNDERSTANDING - Marleen de Villiers
(Ph.D. Educational Psychologist, Stellenbosch University)
T.R.E. - HOW TO RELEASE STRESS, ANXIETY AND TRAUMA FOR GROUNDEDNESS AND
BALANCE – Angé Loock-Shearer (Health and Wellness Consultant. & B. Occupational Therapy,
Stellenbosch University)

ADDITIONAL TRAINING CURRICULUM ENHANCEMENTS
FOOD SOVEREIGNITY, SUSTAINABILITY
AND THE “EDIBLE” CURRICULUM
“Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food
produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their
own food and agriculture systems. It puts those who produce, distribute and consume food at
the heart of food systems and policies rather than the demands of markets and corporations.
It defends the interests and inclusion of the next generation. It offers a strategy to resist and
dismantle the current corporate trade and food regime, and directions for food, farming,
pastoral and fisheries systems determined by local producers. Food sovereignty prioritises local
and national economies and markets and empowers peasant and family farmer-driven
agriculture, artisanal fishing, pastoralist-led grazing, and food production, distribution and
consumption based on environmental, social and economic sustainability.”

ADDITIONAL TRAINING CURRICULUM ENHANCEMENTS
SUSTAINABILITY AND THE “EDIBLE” CURRICULUM
Maria Montessori’s ideas about nourishing the whole child and encouraging children to touch, taste, smell,
listen and see are well known. Food is the everyday experience that has the potential to link the senses to
all learning. Consensus is building for the study of food, an “edible education,” to be an essential part of a
child’s whole education.
An edible education integrates three important values:
1) Stewardship of the land: learning about food, where it comes from and how it is produced, are vital to
understanding how to sustain life. (SUSTAINABILITY)
2) Nourishment: food either nourishes the body or harms it.
3) Communication: “the pleasures of the table” relate to both the sensual joys of good food and the
communal joys of sharing and communicating.
A move towards a curriculum that relies on something as basic, accessible and universal as food offers a
solution not only to the critical issues of health and the environment, but to the revitalization of all
academic subjects. Food can infuse the curriculum when the garden, the kitchen, and the cafeteria become
classrooms.
The Indaba Institute wishes to be at the forefront of this research in the South
African context and develop a component of its AMI Training Curriculum to
empower all trainees how to understand the importance of food in the application
of Montessori education from the earliest years.

10 YEAR PLAN
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

TRAINING TEACHERS
AMI 0-3 course
AMI 3-6 Course
AMI 6-12 Course
AMI Erdkinder Course
UPGRADES
Upgraded and equipped
LELC
Upgraded 16 x Winelands schools
TRAINING TRAINERS
AMI Train the Trainers Course
KEY EVENTS
AMI Educateurs sans Frontières
2018 Conference
Fully operational AMI Center for
0-3, 3-6, 6-12, Erdkinder, and
Inclusive Education
The goal of early childhood education should be to activate the child's own natural desire to learn – Dr. Maria Montessori

PLANNING FOR BEST PRACTICE MONTESSORI TRAINING

FORECASTED IMPACT

1
50+
500+
15,000+

World-class Association Montessori
Internationale (AMI) Training Center

Upgraded and equipped Winelands
Montessori ECD Centers

Early Childhood Educators trained to world-class
AMI diploma and AMI curriculum standards

Children received world-class Montessori
education

INDABA EDUCATION FUND BOARD
Andre Shearer
Chairman, IEF Board, Chairman and CEO, Cape Classics
Robert Bradshaw
President, IEF Board, President & COO, Cape Classics
Marc Cohen
Trustee & Owner, Western Carriers
Doug Shaw
Senior Vice President, M.S. Walker, Inc.
Molly Choi
EVP Sales and Marketing, Cape Classics
Evan Whitacre
Controller, Cape Classics
Jeff Lepon
Founder, Law Office of Jeffrey M. Lepon, PLLC

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed,
citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”
Margret Mead

STRATEGIC INVESTORS
: TIER III
INDABA
MONTESSORI INSTITUTE TEAM

Nico Redelinghuys

Andre Shearer
FOUNDER

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Emma Snowball
PROGRAMME
DIRECTOR

Nomvelo Lupuzi

CORE TEAM

Juliet McGear

OFFICE
MANAGER

Jasmine Jacob

QUALITY &
ACCREDITATION
OFFICER

COMMUNITY
RESEARCH
COORDINATOR

Noor Docrat
PROGRAMME COORDINATOR

INDABA INSTITUTE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
With a significant number of children excluded from quality early childhood development, it is of utmost
importance to develop world-class scientifically-inspired Montessori research to tackle this challenge. A
Scientific Advisory Panel has been established to provide guidance and content proposals in scientific
research linked to key focus areas in neuroscience, early childhood development and Montessori education.

Professor Linda Richter
Director of the Department of Science and
Technology & National Research
Foundation Centre of Excellence in
Human Development, University of the
Witwatersrand

Professor Takao Hensch

Dr. Angeline Stoll Lillard

Joint professor of Neurology, Harvard
Medical School at Boston Children’s
Hospital; Professor of Molecular and
Cellular Biology at Harvard’s Center for
Brain Science

Professor of Psychology at the
University of Virginia; Elected Fellow
of both the American Psychological
Association and the Association for
Psychological Science

OUR PARTNERS
ASSOCIATION MONTESSORI INTERNATIONALE
The mission of Association Montessori Internationale (AMI), is to work with organizations like the IEF to further the rights,
education, and welfare of children worldwide. AMI is committed to transcending borders in order to serve children through
innovative educational initiatives using Montessori principles and practices. AMI functions as a social movement that strives to
promote the rights of the child throughout the world, irrespective of race, religion, political, and social beliefs, in cooperation
with other bodies and organizations that further the development of education, human rights, and peace.

SUSTAINABILITY INSTITUTE
The IEF appointed the Sustainability Institute (SI) as its local partner to house the globally and locally accredited full-time AMI
Training Center, the Indaba Montessori Institute. The SI, a nonprofit trust, founded in 1999 focuses on learning for sustainable
African futures. The institute is based in Stellenbosch, South Africa, and has provided development facilitation to create a childcentred approach to building sustainable communities in Africa.

CAPE CLASSICS
Behind every farm, winemaker, bottle and grape lies an untold story. Collectively, we discover these tales and share them with
our customers. Demanding authenticity, Cape Classics operates the “old-fashioned” way, with relationships and social
responsibility at the forefront of our business. The 29 wineries we represent throughout South Africa and France embrace
sustainable eco and social practices, doing their part to help preserve lands for future generations while improving the human
condition now. Our wines are expressive, crafted with passion and perspective, and delivered with the same hallmark levels of
service and professionalism since 1992.

GOOD GOVERNANCE AFRICA
Good Governance Africa is a research and advocacy non-profit organisation with centres across Africa focused solely on
improving governance across the continent.
GGA engages in applied research and stimulates critical debate. All our work is based on exploring and advancing the key
governance principles of democracy, accountability and transparency, and combining these with upholding the rule of law and
respecting human, civil and property rights.

